The two I go between are M.A.C. Carbon (left) and M.A.C Black Tied
(right)

How I use them:
These blacks are THE BOMB. Not only are they the main base color in my drag eye make-up,
but they also double as my eyebrow color filler and eyeliner smudger for my “real” girl makeup, read non-drag .

I make my own.

How I use them:
This is a no brainer. The longer the lashes the closer to
goddess you are. I LOVE lashes and have totally made
them my bitch. It’s been a drag dream of mine to have my
own draglash line and I’m getting pretty close to making
that a reality! YEA!
I have sets of lashes for EVERY occasion!
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M.A.C Refined Deeper Bronze

How I use it:
This “technically” is not a contour color, but part of the magic of make-up is breaking the
product’s “intended for” use and using it the way you want to. This “bronzer” is the base of both
my drag + real girl contours. It’s light enough to blend in with my cheekbones for my real girl
look, but dark enough to lay a solid base for my darker drag contour. I use this to paint under
my cheek bones, temples (right above my eyebrows), chin, and nose.
Another FABO double duty product!!
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(pictured left, my applicator + travel highlight case)

How I use it:
This is my base highlight for my drag mug. After my primer + foundation, I highlight my face to
allow it to cook while I’m beating the rest of my mug. CAKE IT ON. I highlight above my
cheekbones, bridge of my nose, my forehead area, and underneath my eyes. The highlight
underneath your eyes serves double duty as your highlight AND to catch any eyeshadow
color flakes that fall on your cheeks. After you’ve finished with your eyes, swipe any excess
shadow residue that has fallen onto your highlight powder with a big blending brush.
Voila! No more multi-colored eyeshadow streaks on your flawless foundation!!!!!
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Smashbox Photo Finish for face & Urban Decay primer for eyelids.

How I use them:
You’re only as good as your foundation and these
products are a MUST in my drag make-up routine.
After washing my mug, I put both of these bad boys
on. Why prime? Because it lays a clean
monochromatic base that allows each color and
pigment you put on look as true to color on your face
as it does in your make-up pallete!
Plus your make-up will last longer!!
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